
ITEM NO. JGAI1302

�Comprehensive test kit for checking compression on both direct and indirect injection diesel engine vehicles
�Large, shock protected, easy-reading 2-1/2" diameter gauge with dual calibration 0 - 1000 psi, 0 - 70 bar
�Gauge head with built-in pressure relief valve for repeated test of cylinder without removing gauge
�15" flexible hose allows easy access to restricted plug and injector ports
�Quick-connect coupler for easy and secure connection
�Includes replacement seal & washer set
�Applications: BMW, VW, Volvo, Renault, Fiat, Seat, Mercedes-Benz, Citroën, Opel, Peugeot, Daihatsu, 

Toyota, Nissan, Isuzu, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Ford, Vauxhall, Land Rover and etc.

BLOW CASE: W380 x D310 x H80 (mm)

6 (SET)

     13PCS
Compression Tester Set (Diesel Engine)

The Uniquely Designed 
Pressure Relief Valve

The Quick Coupling System

ITEM NO. JGAI0703

�Excellent fuel injection pressure test kit assists in identifying and diagnosing low fuel pressure, a faulty 
fuel pressure regulator, leaking injectors, fuel leaks and clogged fuel filters

�Large, shock protected, easy-reading 3-1/2" diameter fuel pressure gauge with dual scale reading of 
0 - 150 psi and 0 - 1000 kPa

�All adapters, gauge and hose assemblies feature a quick coupling system for speedy and efficient 
testing connection

�For Multi-Port Fuel Injection (MFI) system
�Applications: American vehicles Ford, Chrysler, GM and etc.

BLOW CASE: W592 x D261 x H62 (mm)

6 (SET)

     7PCS
Multi-Port Fuel Injection Pressure Tester Kit

ITEM NO. JGAI0302

�Check the leakage of original radiator cap and 
cooling system

�Easy reading 2" diameter pressure gauge with dual 
scale reading of -76 - 0 cmHg and -1 - 0 bar

�Vacuum leakage test for easy identification and 
prevent coolant spillage and wastage

�Eliminates the introduction of bubbles and airlock into 
cooling system and deduct the time for refilling coolant

�Kit includes a pressure gauge, connector, universal 
rubber cone-shape adapter, cooling hose and air 
bleeding hose

�Applications: Almost all type of vehicles

BLOW CASE: W390 x D330 x H100 (mm)

5 (SET)

     3PCS
Cooling System Vacuum Purge & Refill Kit

ITEM NO. JGAI1204

�Design to diagnose worn oil pumps and engines, faulty oil pressure switches and warning indicators
�Large, shock protected, easy-reading 2-1/2" diameter gauge with dual calibration 0 - 150 psi, 0 - 10 bar
�Gauge head with built-in pressure relief valve for quickly repeating test of oil pressure without removing gauge
�Quick-connect coupler for easy and secure connection
�51" flexible hose allows easy access hard-to-reach places 
�Includes 90° coupling adapter and replacement seals
�10 screw adapters: R 1/8" DIN 2999, 1/8" x 27 NPT, 1/4" x 18 NPT, 3/8" x 20 UNF, 1/2" x 20 UNF, M10 x 1.0, 

M12 x 1.5, M14 x 1.5, M16 x 1.5, M18 x 1.5
�Applications: Alfa Romeo, Audi, BMW, Citroën, Daihatsu, Fiat, Ford, Honda, Hyundai, Isuzu, Jaguar, Lada, 

Lancia, Mazda, Mercedes-Benz, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Opel, Peugeot, Renault, Rover, Saab, Skoda, Subaru, 
Suzuki, Toyota, Vauxhall, VW, Volvo, Zastava etc.

BLOW CASE: W380 x D310 x H80 (mm)

6 (SET)

     12PCS
Oil Pressure Tester Kit

2-1/2" Diameter Gauge (150 PSI / 10 BAR) 
with Relief Valve, 51" Hose with Quick Coupler

ITEM NO. JGAI0402

�Use to check cylinder compression to assist in the diagnosis of faulty valves, piston rings, cylinder heads, 
gaskets and etc.

�Large, shock protected, easy-reading 2-1/2" diameter gauge with dual calibration 0 - 300 psi, 0 - 21 kg/cm2

�Gauge head with pressure relief valve for repeated test of cylinder without removing gauge
�13" durable rubber extension hose with built in M14 adapter and one separate M18 adapter
�8" Heavy-Auty Aluminum extension tube with universal rubber cone adapter fits all plug holes

BLOW CASE: W260 x D170 x H60 (mm)

6 (SET)

     4PCS
Unique Compression Tester Kit (Petrol Engine)

Hook Up The Gauge 
Easily

Attach The Gauge to 
The Hood Easily

The Unique Designed 
Relief Valve

The Quick Coupling 
System

     81PCS
Gasoline Engine Fuel Injection Pressure 
Tester Kit

ITEM NO. JGAI8101

�Excellent fuel injection pressure test kit assists in 
identifying and diagnosing low fuel pressure, a faulty 
fuel pressure regulator, leaking injectors, fuel leaks 

    and clogged fuel filters
�Large, shock protected, easy-reading 3-1/2" diameter 

fuel pressure gauge with dual scale reading of 
0 - 120 psi and 0 - 8 bar

�Comprehensive kit of adapters and fittings for most 
fuel injection systems of American, Japanese, 
European vehicles including Multi-Port Fuel 
Injection (MFI) system, GM TBI system and Bosch 
CIS system

�Kit contains gauge, hose, adapters, tubing, manifolds, 
plugs plus repair kits of spare washers, seals, o-rings, 
clamps, fuel hose, bushes and other accessories

�Applications: BMW, VW, Audi, Volvo, Saab, Ford, 
Chrysler, Fiat, Honda, Hyundai, Isuzu, Mazda, 
Porsche, GM, Mercedes-Benz, Peugeot, Suzuki, 

    Toyota, Mitsubishi, Jeep and etc. 

BLOW CASE: W380 x D430 x H160 (mm)

2 (SET)

Oil Pressure Tester Kit
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